
SOLUTIONARY RUNNING NEWS 

SR Update 

• Three new vlog posts, including dealing 

with injuries, finding flow, and coping 

with depression! CLICK HERE to visit 

the SR Vlog! 

• Due to a nasty fall, during a training run, 

resulting in surgery, Coach Steve was 

not able to run the Oregon Coast 50k on October 13. Steve has been 

posting updates and plans to run a self-supported ultramarathon within 

the coming months to fulfill his obligation for the fundraiser (to raise 

money for the Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance in honor of his 

mother). You can keep up with his journey to his first ultra and donate to 

a wonderful cause (if you haven’t already) by CLICKING HERE. Thank 

you. 

• The September and October Vancouver Veggie runs were canceled, but 

there will be two fun Vancouver Veggie Runner events happening in 

November! Stay tuned for details!  

 

*The Vancouver Veggie Runners group is open to all vegan, vegetarian, and veg-curious 

runners, regardless of ability. The group currently meets once per month for a social 

Veggie Run, coffee, and light snacks. CLICK HERE for more details and to follow/join the 

group on Facebook. You can also find the monthly Veggie Runs on SR’s website. 

“Running has been extremely rewarding for me personally. But what has made it truly 

fulfilling is being able to help others through my activity.” -Sakyong Mipham 
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In the News 

• Soon after vegan ultrarunner, Fiona Oakes, set another Guinness World 

Record, her own feature-length sports documentary, Running for Good 

was released to the public! Fiona is the fastest woman in the world to 

run a marathon on all seven continents, and the north pole, in both 

cumulative and elapsed time. Fiona’s achievements are made even 

more astounding due to the fact that she was told at age 14 that she 

would never walk properly, let alone ever run. She would undergo more 

than 17 knee surgeries which ultimately led to having her entire right 

kneecap removed. This incredible documentary is one you don’t want to 

miss! 

• Coach Steve would still like to hear your thoughts on this very important 

topic: Sexism (against women) is alive and well in the running world, 

even in events where 70 percent of participants are female... Be sure to 

let your thoughts of awarding overall top teams versus top teams based 

on gender be heard by contacting Coach Steve at  

SolutionaryRunning@gmail.com! 

Coach’s Corner 

Reminder!... The Coach’s Corner web page is now live! This new page is 

where you can interact with Coach Steve and peers, ask questions, post 

topics, ideas, and more! Click here to visit Coach’s Corner! 

Click here to unsubscribe from the SR Newsletter. 
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